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Abstract
Mobile devices connected to cloud based services are becoming a mainstream method of 
delivery of up-to-date and context aware information to users. Connecting mobile applications 
to cloud services requires significant developer effort.  Yet this communication code usually 
follows certain patterns, varying according to the specific type of data sent and received from 
the server. By analyzing the causes of these variations, we can create a system that can 
automate the code creation for communication from a mobile device to a cloud server. To 
automate code creation, a general pattern must extracted. This general solution can then be 
applied  to  any  database  configuration.  Automating  this  process  frees  up  valuable 
development time, allowing developers to make other parts of the application and/or backend 
service a better experience for the end user. 
 
Reaper, Mobile, Android, iOS, Ruby on Rails, JSON, Cloud, API,  Code Generation, Cloud 
Communication
v
1 Introduction
1.1 Background
As more devices gain access to faster and more widely available networks, mobile 
devices are beginning to rely more on cloud based services. Modern mobile application 
developers often refer to the cloud that their applications can use. The cloud is a generic term 
for any remote storage system. This usually includes servers that house a specific type of 
data that an application may wish to consume. Many web based companies provide an API to 
allow third party developers to retrieve information for display in their own applications. 
Applications can also send data to a remote storage server for storage or processing.
Applications can use these remote services to make their applications more appealing 
to users. When applications do not come with a large amount of preloaded data, they can be 
downloaded  faster,  allowing for  users  to  begin  engaging  with  an  application  much  more 
quickly.  Mobile application data can also be more up to date if the application relies on data  
from a remote system. 
Code  generation  to  enable  rapid  prototyping  is  commonly  found  in  modern  IDEs. 
Netbeans, eclipse and IntelliJ are IDE’s for Java that include some form of code generations. 
These tools have the capability to generate getters and setters for class properties. IntelliJ will  
give a warning if a method call does not exist. The warning has an option to generate the 
method for the class being called on with the parameters that were defined in the use. Other  
components of a project can be generated, such as config and property files.
The Ruby on Rails  framework  comes packaged with  code generating  functions.  A 
bootstrap project can be generated with the basic structure and default config files. There are 
scaffold generators for models. These generators will take the name of the model and the 
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attributes as parameters. From those parameters, the model, controller, routes and all views 
will be created with general functionality.
Code generation is becoming more prevalent with more complex applications being 
designed. Generation is used to create the portions of a project that are common and general. 
The portions of a project that can be generated are usually repetitive and unnecessary for an 
experienced developer to write. Developers, who have a good understanding about how a 
language or framework works, can focus on the more unique portions of a project. 
1.2 Motivation
Reaper is a toolset for generating bootstrap code to connect a mobile device to a cloud 
service. The motivation behind Reaper is to make the process of developing cloud connected 
applications easier. Many of the mobile applications one develops need to connect to a server 
for some type of information. Most public APIs only have sparse documentation, and much of 
this  documentation  relies  on  poorly  defined  examples  that  are  unclear  to  the  developer,  
instead of rigorously defined specifications. Often it is necessary to contact the API’s owner 
for clarification.
On  the  other  hand,  developing  a  custom  server  for  a  mobile  client  is  also  time 
consuming.  Reaper  was  conceived  to  bootstrap  this  development  process.  The  code  it  
creates may not always be the complete code needed by the time the application launches, 
but it is enough code to get a developer started with testing a connection to a server. 
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Reaper is not only useful to those writing the applications or managing their own APi 
servers.  Reaper is designed to  help API maintainers  generate their  own API libraries for  
distribution. Smaller companies rarely ship useful API libraries. A tool like Reaper can help 
companies propel their frameworks such that more developers are willing to use their tools.
1.3 Goals
The goal of this work is to automate the process of code generation for connecting 
mobile devices to cloud based servers.  To automate the process,  a  general solution and 
pattern has to be found in a working code base in a given output language. There are two  
targeted server platforms and two mobile platforms at this time. The server targets are a 
current  industry  standard and an emerging standard,  Ruby on Rails and Go. The mobile 
targets are Android and iOS, the top two mobile platforms as of 2013. By targeting these 
platforms, this work can reach more developers.
2 Cloud Communication
2.1 Overview
REST,  Representational  State  Transfer, is  a  standard  process  that  is  defined  for 
communication with a remote system. REST is how most applications send and receive data. 
REST, Representational State Transfer, is a protocol built on top of a few verbs. The standard 
verbs are GET, POST, PUT, and DELETE which are mapped to specific actions within an 
application.  An application will access a server on a published route with a specific verb.  
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These routes are a hierarchical listing of service endpoints in a server. Most verbs are only 
designed to carry certain kinds of data with them. 
GET requests are usually designed to retrieve data. Some data can be sent along such 
that  the remote server  can find the  requested information.  The standard  is  to  use query 
parameters,  which  are  used  to  compose  the  URL for  the  request.  POST  requests  are 
designed to send larger amounts of data. This work focuses on these type of requests. The 
other verbs will not be discussed. Using these two primary actions we can make a system 
such that a mobile device can have bidirectional communication with a cloud based system.
2.2 Overview of Communication Process
To make an application take full  advantage of  cloud servers,  there are four  major 
components. The first two components have already been discussed, the application and the 
cloud server. The other two important pieces are the two datastores, one on the server and 
the  other  on  the  mobile  device  (Figure  1).  These  datastores  serve  two  functions.  The 
datastore on the server provides the backend data to serve the mobile client. A server will  
also use that datastore to house data sent from the mobile device. In the split system, mobile 
and  server,  we  can  consider  the  server  datastore  to  take  precedence  over  the  mobile 
datastore. This assumption will work in most cases. 
The second datastore is the one on the mobile device that the application reads and 
writes to. This datastore is mainly used for caching purposes. Caching data received from the 
server serves three main purposes. The first is to prevent retrieval of data that has been 
requested before.  A mobile application should conserve bandwidth. Even as networks get 
faster, it is still prudent to avoid extraneous downloads. Secondly, the application can use the 
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saved information to display information immediately to the user.  Even though the cached 
data may not be the freshest, it still gives the end user the feel of a responsive application.  
Lastly, any data that needs to be sent to the server can be cached into datastore to try to 
send when there is a functional network connection. This last function is not implemented at 
this time by Reaper.
3 Reaper
3.1 Purpose
Reaper is designed to make the process of writing cloud connected applications easier. 
The  main  difficulty  of  writing  mobile  applications  which  connect  to  the  cloud  is  the 
repetitiveness of the code. The server application and the mobile application code follow a set 
pattern.  With  a  pattern  that  can be parsed,  the  code needed for  communication  can be 
generated with some basic information. Reaper’s purpose is to take these patterns and use 
them to save development time.
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The time saved comes from not having developers write the general code structures 
and to learn complicated and often poorly documented libraries. This generic code is often 
copied and pasted for each component needed. This can lead to errors from not changing 
variables and other values each time the developer copies and pastes. Some of the libraries  
referenced  by  Reaper  are  the  industry  accepted  libraries  for  a  given  function.  One  in 
particular,  RestKit,  is  widely  used  for  iOS  RESTful  connections,  but  has  sparse 
documentation.
Reaper comprises of a set of Ruby on Rails scripts that will generate code based on a  
predefined server datastore. Rails is a web framework that is built on Ruby. The datastore will  
typically be a database. The database can be any type for which there is a Rails database 
driver. A nice feature of Rails is it strives to be database agnostic. This allows Reaper to more 
easily integrate with different databases without having to deal with varying SQL syntax. 
3.2 Setup
To generate code with Reaper, some setup is required. First, the scripts have to be 
installed. Reaper comes as a template Rails application, or as a set of scripts that can be  
installed into an existing Rails application. The latter requires the scripts to be installed in  
lib/tasks of the root of the application (Figure 2). 
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Rails requires some basic setup to connect to a database. The correct plugin for the 
specific  database  needs  to  be  added  to  the  application.  Once  installed,  the  database 
configuration file can be changed to use the correct connection settings, such as username, 
password and database name. Lastly, Rails needs to know what models are going to be used 
by the application (Figure 3). 
The models describe to Rails what is being stored in the database. Models are typically 
tables, but not all tables are models. Join tables, tables used to join two tables together, for 
example, are not considered models by Rails. At this time, Reaper has no ability to generate  
information about join tables. Relationships between models are usually defined in the Model 
definition through some standard Rails relationship keywords. These relationship definitions 
have a convention which Rails uses to determine what the join table is, if the relation calls for 
a join table.
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3.3 Overview
Reaper generates code through a set of Ruby scripts. These scripts read the database 
and use a code template to fill in the blanks with the developers’ database information (Figure
4). The main challenge in creating the code template was the process of dealing with type 
conversions. Databases can have several types that represent a floating point number. Java 
and Objective-C have a standard type for dealing with a floating point. There is also the type 
conversion  to  a  stable  SQLite  type.  It  has  been  our  experience  that  SQLite  can  be 
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unpredictable with storing floating points. Reaper avoids this issue by storing these types as 
strings and doing the conversion to and from the SQLite database.
The scripts force Rails to load all the models before it starts its work. Rails uses lazy 
loading, so it only loads a Model when requested. Reaper needs to iterate through all the  
Models which requires forced loading.  Rails does not represent join tables as models. This  
presents a problem for Reaper than can be resolved in a future version. The main reason for  
lack  of  join  table  support  is  due  to  Rails'  less-than-optimal  support  for  denoting  the 
relationships that arise from join tables. 
Rails uses a “has and belongs to many” relationship for models that require join tables 
to other models. The table names are inferred based on the lexicographical ordering of the 
two table names. The columns also follow the pattern on model name with _id appended to 
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the  name.  In  the  Rails  community,  these  relationships  tend  to  be  avoided  due  to  the 
complication of their setup. Tackling this kind of relationship brings up some synchronization 
issues on the mobile side as well. 
We looked at adding join tables to Reaper initially. The main issue is knowing when to 
sync the join tables. A join table is never queried in the same manner as tuples from the 
model tables. If Reaper is too aggressive about requesting join table updates, this can cause 
issues of data usage and battery life. Every network request drains the battery, so requests 
should  be optimized not  just  in  the  amount  of  data  being  transferred,  but  when  data  is  
requested. At this time, Reaper assumes simple model with direct relationships for simplicity.  
4 Server Application
4.1 Overview
Reaper is designed to generate two types of server endpoints. It can generate a Rails  
controller to use with a Ruby on Rails server application, or it can create the basic files for a 
Go server application. There are pros and cons to both types of servers.  Developers are 
starting to trend toward making web services that create dynamic HTML in Ruby on Rails and 
the API portions in Go. Reaper gives the option to generate the necessary code for this type 
of setup.
The server side application is designed to provide access to the database that is stored 
on the server. A client will need to read this data and write data to the server. Mobile to cloud 
communication is typically done using RESTful communication. The common structure of the 
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data being transmitted to and from the server is JSON. JSON is a key-value object structure  
with a limited set of characters that defines the JSON structure, minimizing data overhead.
The common API response attributes are errors, items and count. Reaper keeps with 
this convention. The generated code does not typically use the errors attribute, since this is  
commonly application dependent  but  is left  as a template for  the implementor.  The  item 
attribute in the response will contain the items from the datastore that will be consumed by the 
mobile client. The count attribute will only contain the number of items being returned. The 
errors attribute often contains an array of error messages.
Reaper incorporates a versioning system to cut down on network traffic. The 
system is used by the server and the mobile application. This caching system employed by 
Reaper is a simple time check system. Each data transfer from the server includes the max 
updated timestamp of the set of tuples being returned.  The mobile application will tag each 
received item with the version string attached to that set of data. Each time the application  
requests data, it will look for the max version stored locally to pass to the server. The server 
can look for items that have been updated since that time and send those items back.
We had some initial  difficulties with how the version was represented. The original 
technique was to use the number of seconds since epoch as the version. This seemed to 
work for a while. After testing with some data, we noticed that the server was not sending the 
results that we expected to get. The problem was that seconds since epoch was not fined  
grained enough to handle the rounding cases where data would fall between two versions. 
The next step was to try milliseconds or nanoseconds since epoch. 
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Rails used a decimal data type when using milliseconds since epoch,  whereas Go 
uses a big integer. Trying to make Rails or Go use the same format does not yield satisfactory 
results.  The  final  solution  was  to  use  a  time  string.  The  time  string  proved  to  be  more  
compatible with both mobile  platforms and both server  targets.   Using the ISO8601 time 
strings are easy to compare since times are in lexicographical order.
4.2 Rails
4.2.1 Introduction
Rails is a full stack web framework, providing database access mechanisms, models to 
represent tables in a database, and templates for data presentation. Rails has become one of 
the standard frameworks for developing web applications because it provides a very simple 
and straightforward way of creating web applications. There are some standard conventions 
that Rails adopts to make web code simpler. For example, database table names should be 
the plural of the model name. This allows Rails to infer the table without specifying the name. 
Many components of the framework follow these expectations. If a developer deviates from 
the predetermined naming and structure, the developer will have to do extra work to instruct  
Rails where components are.
Ruby is a dynamic scripting language. It implements several programming paradigms. 
By default Ruby is object oriented. Everything in Ruby is defined as a class and supports  
inheritance.  Ruby can also take on properties of procedural  programming.  Functions and 
variables can be defined outside of a class, which become a part of the root object. Last, 
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Ruby also has properties of functional programming. Ruby allows anonymous functions and 
closures. Functions also return the value from the last evaluation.
4.2.2 Code Generation
Rails requires only one class to act as the API controller. This controller will have a 
GET and POST bounded action for each model in the database. The code generated here is 
a basic set of template code. Most applications will be able to use the generated code as is.  
For others, the actions in the API controller (Figure 5,6,7) will need some small changes to 
meet their needs. The code generated by Reaper is designed with the use of data caching on 
the client side.
def api_controller(output_dir, models)
  methods = []
   
  # create the names of the tables
  ActiveRecord::Base.descendants.each do |model|
  if models.empty? or models.include?(model.name)
    (item = '') << <<-eod
     def get_#{model.name.underscore.downcase}
     default_includes = %w(#{get_attr(model).join(' ')})
     base_time = Time.parse('1000-01-01').utc.iso8601
     limit = params[:limit] ? params[:limit] : nil
     offset = params[:offset] ? params[:offset] : 0
     version = (params[:version] and params[:version] != "0") ? \ 
               Time.parse(params[:version]).utc.iso8601 : base_time
     includes = params[:includes] ? params[:includes].split(/,/) & \
                default_includes : default_includes
    current_version = #{model.name}.order('updated_at desc').first
                                   .updated_at.utc.iso8601
    where_statement = version != base_time ? "updated_at > '\#{version}'" : nil
    @items = current_version != version ? \
             #{model.name}.where(where_statement).select(includes)
                          .offset(offset).limit(limit) : {}
    data = Hash.new
    data['errors'] = []
    data['count'] = @items.count
    data['version'] = current_version
    data['items'] = @items
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    render :json => data
  end
  eod
  
    methods << item
    (item = '') << <<-eod
      def post_#{model.name.underscore.downcase}
      @errors = []
      @messages = []
      @#{model.name.underscore.downcase} = \
              #{model.name}.new(params[:#{model.name.underscore.downcase}])
      if @#{model.name.underscore.downcase}.save
        @messages << 'Item added'
      else
        @errors = @#{model.name.underscore.downcase}.errors.full_messages
      end
      data = Hash.new
      data[:errors]   = @errors
      data[:messages] = @messages
      render :json => data
    end
    eod
    methods << item
    end # end if
  end # end models loop
  (out = '') << <<-eod
    class Api::V1::ApiController < ApplicationController
    skip_before_filter :verify_authenticity_token
    #{methods.join("\n")}
  end
  eod
  File.open("#{output_dir}api_controller.rb", 'w') { |file| file.write out }
  puts 'Wrote: ' << "#{output_dir}api_controller.rb"
end
Figure 5: GET and POST API Generation 
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def get_album
  default_includes = %w(AlbumId ArtistId Title)
  limit    = params[:limit] ? params[:limit] : nil
  offset   = params[:offset] ? params[:offset] : 0
  version  = params[:version] ? params[:version].to_i : -1361505156
  includes = params[:includes] ? params[:includes].split(/,/) & \
             default_includes : default_includes
  current_version = Album.order('updated_at desc').first.updated_at.to_i
  where_statement = version != -1361505156 ? "updated_at > \
                    '#{DateTime.strptime(version.to_s,'%s')}'" : nil
  @items = current_version != version ? \
           Album.where(where_statement)
                .select(includes)
                .offset(offset)
                .limit(limit) : {}
    data = Hash.new
    data['errors']  = []
    data['count']   = @items.count
    data['version'] = current_version
    data['items']   = @items
    render :json => data
end
Figure 6: GET API Output
These actions are set up with some standard parameters that can be found in most 
APIs. A programmer using this API call  will  be able to tell  the server which attributes the 
application would like to receive. Allowing the requester to limit the number of attributes leads 
to saving on bandwidth and response parsing time. 
The limit and the offset of the data can be requested. A call like this is commonly used 
in mobile applications that have lists that  infinitely scroll.  Another  use,  which is related to 
scrolling,  is  pagination  of  a  large  data  set.   Applications  may  have  to  go  through  large 
amounts of data.  Enabling the implementor to determine which section of the data to fetch 
provides for a better user experience when interacting with an application that uses an API 
that implements offsets and limits.
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The version parameter is what makes the caching system work on the server side. 
Every request will send along an extra piece of data that indicates the version of the data.  By 
default the version is the newest value from the updated_at attribute for the requested data. 
An application can then send the last version that was received to the server. The server can 
then look for records that were updated after the given version. This can substantially cut  
down on the amount of data transferred from the server to the client. 
def post_album
    @errors = []
    @messages = []
    @album = Album.new(params[:album])
    if @album.save
      @messages << 'Item added'
    else
      @errors = @album.errors.full_messages
    end
    data = Hash.new
    data[:errors]   = @errors
    data[:messages] = @messages
    render :json => data
  end
Figure 7: POST API Output
There will also be generated routes for those actions. Reaper places the controller file  
in the appropriate place in the application folder. The routes file is placed in a location which is 
generally read by Rails 4 applications. Rails 3 is the more common framework in use as of  
2013 and therefore requires an additional line in a config file such that the routes will  be  
added to the application server.
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4.3 Go
4.3.1 Introduction
Go was created at Google by Robert Griesemer, Rob Pike, and Ken Thompson. The 
goal of Go it  to create a language that had nearly the same performance of C, but have 
features of modern languages. One of the core goals of Go is to be type and memory safe.  
This  is  the  most  significant  improvement  over  C.  Go  is  built  around  concurrency  and 
concurrent communication. 
Native concurrency is ideal for web applications since they will serve many clients at 
one  time.  Go  is  designed  to  be  a  modern  language  that  addresses  the  challenges 
programmers face in the modern era of interpreted languages and networked applications, 
compared to legacy languages such as C and Java. While Go uses a more modern syntax 
than C or Java there is a drawback to Go for web application developers. Rails uses a higher 
level  of  abstraction  that  Go.  This  means  that  the  server  side  code  that  is  generated  is  
significantly more complicated than its Rails counterpart for a given task. The main drawback 
to using Go versus Rails, is in implementing relationships between the models. Go does not  
have a mechanism that makes defining and using relationships as easy as in Rails.
Even with some of the drawbacks of higher level languages, Go has become a widely  
accepted web framework. There is still work to be done on creating dynamic web pages, but 
the handling of API actions has been extensively improved on. The default packages support 
most of the needed functionality. Reaper relies on another library, goweb, that helps make the 
code a little more compact. Goweb simplifies even more some of the network handling in Go, 
leading to a more readable and easier to use syntax.
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 Generating a Go API server is more involved than a Rails server, since this will be a 
standalone server, not an add on to an existing Rails application. There is significantly more  
code generated. The Go server will need the code for each model and a corresponding API 
controller for each model. There is also a small amount of database connection information 
needed.
The Go server has many similarities to the structure of the Rails application. A Go API 
server must know about the database models,  the routes, and the route actions. Go also 
needs to know about reading items from the database. This is more verbose than the Rails  
controller, since Rails mostly abstracts this away. Go does adhere to Rails’ policy of database 
agnosticism.  Go  provides  a  generic  database  interface  that  can  be  used  by  third  party 
developers to create database drivers for a specific type of database.
4.3.2 Code Generation
There is a large amount of code generated for the Go server. To make the code base a 
little smaller,  Reaper uses the goweb library.  The library only makes some of the routing 
information simpler (Figure 8,9). Similarly to the Rails server, there is a well-defined structure 
in  the  Go server.  For  simplicity,  the models  are contained within  the controller  files.  The 
primary reason to house the models here is due to the type system of Go.
Types are typically struct types that implement a parent empty interface. Types can 
have functions defined on them, similarly to object oriented languages. With the simpler struct  
types, which do not contain relationship data, we can place them in the controller file. Go 
relies on more straightforward SQL versus Rails factory methods which abstract away the 
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SQL from the programmer. Looking at the generated code, there are some stark differences 
between the Rails and Go versions.
def go_server(output_dir,models)
    methods = []
    # create the names of the tables
    ActiveRecord::Base.descendants.each do |model|
      if models.empty? or models.include?(model.name)
        methods << "\tgoweb.MapRest(\"/api/#{model.name.underscore.downcase}\", \
controllers.New#{model.name.camelize}Controller())"
      end # end if
    end # end models loop
    (out = '') << <<-eod
package main
import (
  "reaper/controllers"
  "github.com/stretchrcom/goweb/goweb"
)
func main() {
#{methods.join("\n")}
goweb.ListenAndServe(":8080")
}
eod
    File.open("#{output_dir}server.go", 'w') { |file| file.write out }
    puts 'Wrote: ' << "#{output_dir}server.go"
end
Figure 8: Go Routes Generation
package main
import (
"github.com/dwa012/goweb/goweb"
"reaper/controllers"
)
func main() {
goweb.MapRest("/api/album", controllers.NewAlbumController())
...
goweb.ListenAndServe(":8080")
}
Figure 9: Go Routes Output
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Here the routes are defined for the server. The use of goweb is seen here. Goweb 
makes the routing setup only one line per controller. The controllers will have a defined set of 
functions  that  are  expected  by  goweb.  Given  a  controller  that  implements  the  correct 
interface,  goweb matches the proper  REST verbs  to  the correct  controller  action  (Figure
10,11).
Go organizes source code by packages. By default all Reaper code is in the reaper 
package.  All  the controllers are defined to  be in  a  packaged named  controllers.  Even 
though there is a file for each controller on each individual model, they are scoped to the  
same package. This means that functions are always called from the scope of the containing 
package.
def go_model_controller(model,output_dir)
    items = []
    get_attr(model).sort[1..-1].each do |column|
      sql_type = get_type_from_column(model, column)
      if sql_type == 'integer'
        items << "\t#{column.camelize}\tint\t`sql:\"#{column}\" \
json:\"#{column}\"`"
      elsif sql_type == 'string' || sql_type == 'text'
        items << "\t#{column.camelize}\tstring\t`sql:\"#{column}\" \
json:\"#{column}\"`"
      elsif sql_type == 'datetime'
        items << "\t#{column.camelize}\ttime.Time\t`sql:\"#{column}\" \
 json:\"#{column}\"`"
      elsif sql_type == 'boolean'
        items << "\t#{column.camelize}\tbool\t`sql:\"#{column}\" \
 json:\"#{column}\"`"
      elsif sql_type == 'float' or sql_type == 'double' or sql_type == 'decimal' \
  or sql_type == 'numeric'
        items << "\t#{column.camelize}\tfloat32\t`sql:\"#{column}\" \
  json:\"#{column}\"`"
      end
    end
    insert_attrs = get_attr(model).map! {|item| 
"#{model.name.camelize(:lower)}.#{model.name}.#{item}"}
    (out = '') << <<-eod
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package controllers
import (
"fmt"
"github.com/kisielk/sqlstruct"
"github.com/dwa012/goweb/goweb"
"database/sql"
"reaper/db"
"time"
"bufio"
"encoding/json"
)
type #{model.name.camelize} struct {
#{items.join("\n")}
}
type #{model.name.camelize}Version struct {
Version time.Time  `sql:"updated_at"`
}
type #{model.name.camelize}Controller struct {
}
func New#{model.name.camelize}Controller() *#{model.name.camelize}Controller {
temp := new(#{model.name.camelize}Controller)
return temp
}
func (cr *#{model.name.camelize}Controller) Create(cx *goweb.Context) {
db, _ := db.Open()
defer db.Close()
data := make([]byte, cx.Request.ContentLength);
reader := bufio.NewReader(cx.Request.Body)
_, _ = reader.Read(data)
defer cx.Request.Body.Close()
var #{model.name.camelize(:lower)} #{model.name.camelize}SubmitData
err := json.Unmarshal(data,&#{model.name.camelize(:lower)})
if err != nil {
generalError(cx, err)
return
}
tx, err := db.Begin()
if err != nil {
generalError(cx, err)
return
}
stmt, err := tx.Prepare("INSERT INTO #{model.name.camelize}\
(#{model.columns.collect { |c| c.name}.join(',')}) \
 values(#{t = []; model.columns.count.times { t << '?'};\
 t.join(',') }")
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if err != nil {
generalError(cx, err)
return
}
defer stmt.Close()
time := time.Now().UTC().Format(time.RFC3339)
_, err = stmt.Exec(#{insert_attrs.join(', ')}, time, time)
if err != nil {
generalError(cx, err)
return
}
tx.Commit()
generalResponse(cx, "#{model.name.camelize} added")
}
func (cr *#{model.name.camelize}Controller) Delete(id string, cx*goweb.Context) {
unsupported(cx);
}
func (cr *#{model.name.camelize}Controller) DeleteMany(cx *goweb.Context) {
unsupported(cx)
}
func (cr *#{model.name.camelize}Controller) Read(id string, cx*goweb.Context){
db, err := db.Open()
defer db.Close()
if err != nil {
fmt.Printf("DB err: %v", err)
return
}
errors := make([]string, 0)
currentVersion, err := getItemVersion("#{model.table_name}", \ 
                     fmt.Sprintf("#{model.primary_key} = %s", id), db)
if err != nil {
errors = append(errors, fmt.Sprintf("%v",err))
}
// get the items from the database
var #{model.name.camelize(:lower)} #{model.name.camelize}
query := fmt.Sprintf("SELECT %s FROM #{model.table_name} \
               WHERE #{model.primary_key} = %s LIMIT 1", \
               sqlstruct.Columns(#{model.name.camelize(:lower)}), id)
fmt.Printf("%s\\n",query)
items, err := get#{model.name.camelize.pluralize}s(query,db)
if err != nil {
errors = append(errors, fmt.Sprintf("%v",err))
}
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packageResult(items, len(items), errors, \
                    currentVersion.Format(time.RFC3339), cx)
}
func (cr *#{model.name.camelize}Controller) ReadMany(cx *goweb.Context) {
db, _ := db.Open()
defer db.Close()
// get the params that were sent
version, limit, offset := getParams(cx)
errors := make([]string, 0)
currentVersion, err := getVersion("#{model.table_name}",db)
if err != nil {
errors = append(errors, fmt.Sprintf("%v",err))
}
// get the items from the database
var #{model.name.camelize(:lower)} #{model.name.camelize}
query := fmt.Sprintf("SELECT %s FROM #{model.table_name} WHERE 1 = 1 \    
        %s %s %s", sqlstruct.Columns(#{model.name.camelize(:lower)}), \
        version, limit, offset)
items, err := get#{model.name.camelize.pluralize}s(query,db)
if err != nil {
errors = append(errors, fmt.Sprintf("%v",err))
}
packageResult(items, len(items), errors, \            
                    currentVersion.Format(time.RFC3339), cx)
}
func (cr *#{model.name.camelize}Controller) Update(id string, cx *goweb.Context) {
unsupported(cx)
}
func (cr *#{model.name.camelize}Controller) UpdateMany(cx *goweb.Context) {
unsupported(cx)
}
type #{model.name.camelize}SubmitData struct {
#{model.name.camelize} #{model.name.camelize}
}
func get#{model.name.camelize.pluralize}s(query string, database *sql.DB)\
 ([]#{model.name.camelize}, error) {
items := make([]#{model.name.camelize}, 0)
rows, err := database.Query(query)
if err != nil {
return items, err
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}for rows.Next() {
var temp #{model.name.camelize}
_ = sqlstruct.Scan(&temp, rows)
items = append(items, temp)
}
return items, err
}
eod
    #{model.name.camelize}
    File.open("#{output_dir}#{model.name.camelize(:lower)}Controller.go", 'w') \
  { |file| file.write out }
    puts 'Wrote: ' << "#{output_dir}#{model.name.camelize(:lower)}Controller.go"
  end
Figure 10: Go Controller Generation
package controllers
import (
"fmt"
"github.com/kisielk/sqlstruct"
"github.com/dwa012/goweb/goweb"
"database/sql"
"reaper/db"
"time"
"bufio"
"encoding/json"
)
type Album struct {
ArtistId int `sql:"ArtistId" json:"ArtistId"`
 Title string `sql:"Title" json:"Title"`
}
type AlbumVersion struct {
Version time.Time  `sql:"updated_at"`
}
type AlbumController struct {
}
func NewAlbumController() *AlbumController {
temp := new(AlbumController)
return temp
}
func (cr *AlbumController) Create(cx *goweb.Context) {
db, _ := db.Open()
defer db.Close()
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data := make([]byte, cx.Request.ContentLength);
reader := bufio.NewReader(cx.Request.Body)
_, _ = reader.Read(data)
defer cx.Request.Body.Close()
var album AlbumSubmitData
err := json.Unmarshal(data,&album)
if err != nil {
generalError(cx, err)
return
}
tx, err := db.Begin()
if err != nil {
generalError(cx, err)
return
}
stmt, err := tx.Prepare("INSERT INTO Album \
                              (AlbumId,Title,ArtistId,created_at,updated_at\
                               values(?,?,?,?,?")
if err != nil {
generalError(cx, err)
return
}
defer stmt.Close()
time := time.Now().UTC().Format(time.RFC3339)
_, err = stmt.Exec(album.Album.AlbumId, album.Album.ArtistId,\
                         album.Album.Title, time, time)
if err != nil {
generalError(cx, err)
return
}
tx.Commit()
generalResponse(cx, "Album added")
}
func (cr *AlbumController) Delete(id string, cx *goweb.Context) {
unsupported(cx);
}
func (cr *AlbumController) DeleteMany(cx *goweb.Context) {
unsupported(cx)
}
func (cr *AlbumController) Read(id string, cx *goweb.Context) {
db, err := db.Open()
defer db.Close()
if err != nil {
fmt.Printf("DB err: %v", err)
return
}
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errors := make([]string, 0)
currentVersion, err := getItemVersion("Album",\
                                            fmt.Sprintf("AlbumId = %s", id), db)
if err != nil {
errors = append(errors, fmt.Sprintf("%v",err))
}
// get the items from the database
var album Album
query := fmt.Sprintf("SELECT %s FROM Album WHERE AlbumId = %s LIMIT 1",\
                           sqlstruct.Columns(album), id)
fmt.Printf("%s\n",query)
items, err := getAlbumss(query,db)
if err != nil {
errors = append(errors, fmt.Sprintf("%v",err))
}
packageResult(items, len(items), errors, \
                    currentVersion.Format(time.RFC3339), cx)
}
func (cr *AlbumController) ReadMany(cx *goweb.Context) {
db, _ := db.Open()
defer db.Close()
// get the params that were sent
version, limit, offset := getParams(cx)
errors := make([]string, 0)
currentVersion, err := getVersion("Album",db)
if err != nil {
errors = append(errors, fmt.Sprintf("%v",err))
}
// get the items from the database
var album Album
query := fmt.Sprintf("SELECT %s FROM Album WHERE 1 = 1 %s %s %s",\
          sqlstruct.Columns(album), version, limit, offset)
items, err := getAlbumss(query,db)
if err != nil {
errors = append(errors, fmt.Sprintf("%v",err))
}
packageResult(items, len(items), errors, \
  currentVersion.Format(time.RFC3339), cx)
}
func (cr *AlbumController) Update(id string, cx *goweb.Context) {
unsupported(cx)
}
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func (cr *AlbumController) UpdateMany(cx *goweb.Context) {
unsupported(cx)
}
type AlbumSubmitData struct {
Album Album
}
func getAlbumss(query string, database *sql.DB) ([]Album, error) {
items := make([]Album, 0)
rows, err := database.Query(query)
if err != nil {
return items, err
}
for rows.Next() {
var temp Album
_ = sqlstruct.Scan(&temp, rows)
items = append(items, temp)
}
return items, err
}
Figure 11: Go Controller Output
The first section of significance is the model definition. Go only needs the name as the 
struct type containing the model attributes. Go supports tagging attributes of a struct. These 
tags can be parsed later to extract more information about the type. Reaper uses two tags  
that are seen here: `sql:"AlbumId" json:"AlbumId"`. The sql tag is used by a function that 
will allow for the conversion of a database tuple into an instance of a model. The other tag  
used is the JSON tag. This tag will be used by the JSON marshaller to convert the instance 
into a JSON object.
Each controller has a helper function to get the tuples representing the model from the 
database. There are also some shared functions between all the controllers. These functions 
include packaging  the  resulting  data  into  the  JSON string  for  transport  and  opening the 
database. There is also a function to inform the user that a verb may not be implemented.  
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Reaper only implements the Read,  ReadMany and Create function which are the actions for 
the GET and POST verbs. 
4.3.3 Configuration
The database configuration file is in reaper/db/db.go and the user will need to track 
down the appropriate Go driver for their database. At the time of this writing, there are drivers 
for SQLite,  MySQL, Oracle,  and PostgreSQL that are readily  available.  To use a desired 
driver a developer would replace the placeholder import statement with the correct import for  
a given driver(Figure 12).
import (
"database/sql"
_ "path/to/remote/repository"
)
Figure 12: Go Database Import Configuration
The only import information needed by Go is the repository path, which can be a remote 
repository that is publicly available. The most common repositories used by programs written 
in Go are one that are hosted in Github.
The next step in configuring the remote repository is to change another line in the 
same  file.  Go  will  need  to  know about  what  database  you  are  using  and  the  relevant  
connection  information.  This  includes  where  the  database  is  hosted  and  the  database 
username and password(Figure 13). After updating the connection information, Go will  be 
able to successfully communicate with the database.
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func Open() (*sql.DB, error) {
db, err := sql.Open("driver_to_use", "database_name")
return db, err
}
Figure 13: Go Database Driver Configuration
The Go API server should now be ready to build and run. To build the server, navigate  
to the top level directory of the generated Go code. Run go get reaper/server to fetch all 
the dependencies for the project. Once completed running  go build reaper/server will 
build an executable that can now be run. Depending on the target functionality of the API  
server, the produced result will be sufficient for a mobile application to send and receive data 
from the Go API server. Some application will have to modify what data is sent and may have 
to modified how the data is handled when received from the application.
5 Mobile Applications
5.1 Database
The database used by both Android and iOS is SQLite. iOS does have an alternative,  
which is based on a feature called Core Data. Reaper focuses on SQLite for both platforms.  
The reason for this, especially in the case of iOS, is the ease of code generation for the  
database. SQLite was introduced in 2000. Its source code is in the public domain. It is one of 
the most widely used databases for embedded systems. It is most commonly found on mobile 
devices and many web browsers. SQLite is a very small and fast database. With its size and 
speed, however, come some shortfalls. 
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SQLite has a very limited set of types. This can be a challenge when going from a 
more robust database on a remote server to a mobile device. SQLite does not have a type to 
represent time. Instead it  stores time in a string following a handful of timestring formats. 
There are functions that it can perform on time strings, but has no native time type. There is 
also no boolean type. Instead of a boolean, a developer has to use an integer and convert to  
and from the database. There are some other issues that we encountered with SQLite that we 
will mention later on.
5.2 Android
Android is the mobile operating system developed by Google. It is a variant of Linux 
that runs applications written in Java. Android also supports applications written in C++, but 
Google does not encourage the use of C++. Android is considered to be the most widely used 
operating system in the world. Due to its open source nature, there are many ports to many 
different kinds of devices. The most common target is mobile phones.
There are some issues that developers have to keep in mind when writing Java for  
Android. Portions of the standard Java library are not very useful for mobile devices. The 
JSON library was designed for desktop systems. On Android systems it performs poorly. After 
some analysis, we came to the conclusion that the included library is slow due to the way it 
parses the JSON string. It uses string tokenization to traverse the string. This triggers a large 
amount of garbage collection. Android’s Dalvik java virtual machine uses a very small heap 
per application. The JSON library is not memory efficient enough for embedded systems.
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Reaper uses an open source library that has an optimized JSON parser. There are two 
competing libraries that are being used as of this writing.  Gson is written by Google and 
shows some promise to be the most popular parsing library for desktops and mobile devices. 
As of this writing, Reaper uses the Jackson library. It appears to outperform Gson for the time 
being. Both libraries are capable of converting a JSON object to a Java Object. This is called  
POJO (Plain Old Java Object) parsing. Using POJO parsing allows for the library to parse the 
entire string once and return the result as objects that are much easier to interact with. 
There are more Android mobile devices in the world, as of 2013, than any other mobile  
platform.  As more developers write applications for these devices, developers are turning to 
cloud  enabled  applications.  Reaper  creates  all  the  necessary  code  to  bootstrap  the 
development processes.  The models and the database code are generated. 
Reaper  generates  the  Android  code  in  sections:  the  models  (Figure  15,16),  the 
database helper, some utility classes, the model wrappers, and datasources. It packages all  
the generated code so that  a  developer  can easily  drop the code in an existing Android 
project (Figure 14). The database helper is what handles the database creation and updating.  
The wrappers are used by Jackson to speed up the parsing of the whole JSON string. 
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def generate_model(model,output_dir)
    primary_key = model.primary_key
    #generate the property statements
    properties = []
    get_attr(model).each do |attribute|
      properties << create_android_properties(get_column_by_name(model,attribute))
    end
    properties << ' private Date version;'
    # generate the methods
    methods = []
    get_attr(model).each do |attribute|
      type = sql_to_android_type(get_column_by_name(model,attribute))
      (gen = '') << <<-eod
  @JsonProperty("#{attribute}")
  public void set#{attribute.camelize}(#{type} #{attribute.camelize(:lower)}) {
    this.#{attribute.camelize(:lower)} = #{attribute.camelize(:lower)};
  }
  public #{type} get#{attribute.camelize}() {
    return this.#{attribute.camelize(:lower)};
  }
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      eod
      methods << gen
    end
    (out = '') << <<-eod
package com.github.dwa012.reaper.model;
import com.fasterxml.jackson.annotation.JsonIgnoreProperties;
import com.fasterxml.jackson.annotation.JsonProperty;
import java.util.Date;
@JsonIgnoreProperties(ignoreUnknown = true)
public class #{model.name.camelize} {
#{properties.join("\n")}
#{methods.join("\n")}
  public void setVersion(Date version) {
    this.version = version;
  }
  public Date getVersion() {
    return this.version;
  }
  public #{sql_to_android_type(get_column_by_name(model,primary_key))}    
  getPrimaryKey(){
     return #{primary_key.camelize(:lower)};
  }
}
eod
  File.open("#{output_dir}#{model.name.camelize}.java", 'w') \
{ |file| file.write out }
  puts 'Wrote: ' << "#{output_dir}#{model.name.camelize}.java"
end
Figure 15: Java Model Generation
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package com.github.dwa012.reaper.model;
import com.fasterxml.jackson.annotation.JsonIgnoreProperties;
import com.fasterxml.jackson.annotation.JsonProperty;
@JsonIgnoreProperties(ignoreUnknown = true)
public class Album {
  private int albumId;  
  private int artistId;
  private String title;
  private Date version;
  @JsonProperty("AlbumId")
  public void setAlbumId(int albumId) {
    this.albumId = albumId;
  }
  public int getAlbumId() {
    return this.albumId;
  }
  @JsonProperty("ArtistId")
  public void setArtistId(int artistId) {
    this.artistId = artistId;
  }
  public int getArtistId() {
    return this.artistId;
  }
  @JsonProperty("Title")
  public void setTitle(String title) {
    this.title = title;
  }
  public String getTitle() {
    return this.title;
  }
  public void setVersion(Date version) {
    this.version = version;
  }
  public Date getVersion() {
    return this.version;
  }
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  public int getPrimaryKey(){
     return albumId;
  }
}
Figure 16: Java Model Output
There are two datasources for each model (Figure 17,  18). The first is a class that 
provides convenience methods to retrieve and insert items into the database. The second 
data source adds remote fetching to the basic data source class. The second data source is  
an asynchronous set of methods. They return the contents of the database, if there are any 
items currently  in  the  database.  The  methods  also  check  for  new  data  and  update  the 
database on the mobile device. 
def generate_data_source(model,output_dir)
    primary_key = model.primary_key
    primary_key_type = sql_to_android_type(get_column_by_name(model,primary_key))
    # generate the columns for the database
    columns = []
    columns << "   DatabaseHelper.KEY_#{model.name.underscore.upcase}_DB_ID"
    get_attr(model).each do |attribute|
      #type = sql_to_sqlite_type(get_column_by_name(model,attribute))
      columns << "    DatabaseHelper.KEY_\
#{model.name.underscore.upcase}_#{attribute.underscore.upcase}"
    end
    columns << "   DatabaseHelper.KEY_#{model.name.underscore.upcase}_VERSION"
    # generate the database input statements
    input_statements = []
    get_attr(model).each do |attribute|
      type = sql_to_android_type(get_column_by_name(model,attribute))
      if type == 'Date'
        input_statements << "    values.put(DatabaseHelper.KEY_\
#{model.name.underscore.upcase}_#{attribute.underscore.upcase},\ 
DatabaseHelper.DATE_FORMATTER.
format(item.get#{attribute.camelize}()));"
      elsif type == 'boolean'
        input_statements << "    values.put(DatabaseHelper.KEY_\
#{model.name.underscore.upcase}_#{attribute.underscore.upcase},\
 item.get#{attribute.camelize}() ? 1 : 0);"
      elsif type == 'float'
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        input_statements << "    values.put(DatabaseHelper.KEY_\
#{model.name.underscore.upcase}_#{attribute.underscore.upcase},\
 String.valueOf(item.get#{attribute.camelize}()) );"
      else
        input_statements << "    values.put(DatabaseHelper.KEY_\
#{model.name.underscore.upcase}_#{attribute.underscore.upcase},\
 item.get#{attribute.camelize}());"
      end
    end
    # generate the database retrieval statements
    output_statements = []
    index = 1;
    get_attr(model).each do |attribute|
      type = sql_to_android_type(get_column_by_name(model,attribute))
      if type == 'Date'
        output_statements << <<-eod
    try {
        item.set#{attribute.camelize}\
(Common.DATE_FORMATTER.parse(cursor.getString(#{index + 1})));
    } catch (ParseException e) {
        e.printStackTrace();
    }
        eod
      elsif type == 'boolean'
        #output_statements << "    
values.put(DatabaseHelper.KEY_#{model.name.underscore.upcase}_\
#{attribute.underscore.upcase}, \
item.get#{attribute.camelize}() ? 1 : 0);"
        output_statements << "    item.set#{attribute.camelize} \
(cursor.getInt(#{index + 1}) == 1);"
      elsif type == 'float'
        output_statements << "    item.set#{attribute.camelize} \
(Float.parseFloat(cursor.getString(#{index + 1})));"
      elsif type == 'int'
        output_statements << "    item.set#{attribute.camelize} \
(cursor.getInt(#{index + 1}));"
      else
        output_statements << "    item.set#{attribute.camelize} \
(cursor.getString(#{index + 1}));"
      end
      index = index + 1;
    end
    output_statements << <<-eod
    try {
        item.set#Version(Common.DATE_FORMATTER.parse(cursor.getString(#{index})));
    } catch (ParseException e) {
        e.printStackTrace();
    }
    eod
    (out = '') << <<-eod
package com.github.dwa012.reaper.database;
import android.content.ContentValues;
import android.content.Context;
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import android.database.Cursor;
import android.database.SQLException;
import android.database.sqlite.SQLiteDatabase;
import com.github.dwa012.reaper.util.Common;
import com.github.dwa012.reaper.model.#{model.name.camelize};
import java.text.ParseException;
import java.util.ArrayList;
import java.util.List;
public class #{model.name.camelize}DataSource {
// Database fields
private SQLiteDatabase database;
private DatabaseHelper dbHelper;
private String[] allColumns = {
#{columns.join(",\n")}
      };
public #{model.name.camelize}DataSource(Context context) {
dbHelper = new DatabaseHelper(context);
}
public void open() throws SQLException {
database = dbHelper.getWritableDatabase();
}
public void close() {
database.close();
dbHelper.close();
}
// Adding new item
public void addItem(#{model.name.camelize} item, String version) {
ContentValues values = new ContentValues();   
            #{input_statements.join("\n")}
values.put(DatabaseHelper.KEY_\
                 #{model.name.underscore.upcase}_VERSION, version);
// Inserting Row
database.insert(DatabaseHelper.TABLE_\
                 #{model.name.underscore.upcase}, null, values);
//close(); // Closing database connection
}
// Getting single item
public #{model.name.camelize} getItem(#{primary_key_type} primaryKey) {
#{model.name.camelize} item = new #{model.name.camelize}();
Cursor cursor = database.query(DatabaseHelper.TABLE_ \
                      #{model.name.underscore.upcase},
    this.allColumns, DatabaseHelper.KEY_\
                      #{model.name.underscore.upcase}_\
                      #{model.primary_key.underscore.upcase} + "=?",
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          new String[] { String.valueOf(primaryKey) }, \
                      null, null, null);
if (cursor != null) {
cursor.moveToFirst();
            item = cursorToItem(cursor);
}
return item;
}
public String getVersion() {
String result = "1000-01-01T18:00:00Z";
String selectQuery = "SELECT max(" + DatabaseHelper.KEY_\ 
                   #{model.name.underscore.upcase}_VERSION + ") FROM "
                   + DatabaseHelper.TABLE_#{model.name.underscore.upcase};
Cursor cursor = database.rawQuery(selectQuery, null);
if (cursor.moveToFirst()) {
result = cursor.getString(0);
}
return result;
}
public List<#{model.name.camelize}> getAll() {
List<#{model.name.camelize}> itemList = \
                  new ArrayList<#{model.name.camelize}>();
    Cursor cursor = database.query(DatabaseHelper.TABLE_\
                #{model.name.underscore.upcase},
                this.allColumns,
                null,
                null,
                null, null, null);
// looping through all rows and adding to list
if (cursor.moveToFirst()) {
do {
itemList.add(cursorToItem(cursor));
} while (cursor.moveToNext());
}
return itemList;
}
  private #{model.name.camelize} cursorToItem(Cursor cursor){
    #{model.name.camelize} item = new #{model.name.camelize}();
    // ignore cursor.getInt(0) since it is not relevant
    #{output_statements.join("\n")}
    return item;
  }
}
    eod
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    File.open("#{output_dir}#{model.name.camelize}DataSource.java", 'w') \
           { |file| file.write out }
    puts 'Wrote: ' << "#{output_dir}#{model.name.camelize}DataSource.java"
end
Figure 17: Java Datasource Generation
package com.github.dwa012.reaper.database;
import android.content.ContentValues;
import android.content.Context;
import android.database.Cursor;
import android.database.SQLException;
import android.database.sqlite.SQLiteDatabase;
import com.github.dwa012.reaper.util.Common;
import com.github.dwa012.reaper.model.Album;
import java.text.ParseException;
import java.util.ArrayList;
import java.util.List;
public class AlbumDataSource {
// Database fields
private SQLiteDatabase database;
private DatabaseHelper dbHelper;
private String[] allColumns = {
          DatabaseHelper.KEY_ALBUM_DB_ID,
          DatabaseHelper.KEY_ALBUM_ALBUM_ID,
          DatabaseHelper.KEY_ALBUM_ARTIST_ID,
          DatabaseHelper.KEY_ALBUM_TITLE,
          DatabaseHelper.KEY_ALBUM_VERSION
     };
public AlbumDataSource(Context context) {
dbHelper = new DatabaseHelper(context);
}
public void open() throws SQLException {
database = dbHelper.getWritableDatabase();
}
public void close() {
database.close();
dbHelper.close();
}
// Adding new item
public void addItem(Album item, String version) {
ContentValues values = new ContentValues();
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            values.put(DatabaseHelper.KEY_ALBUM_ALBUM_ID, item.getAlbumId());
            values.put(DatabaseHelper.KEY_ALBUM_ARTIST_ID, item.getArtistId());
            values.put(DatabaseHelper.KEY_ALBUM_TITLE, item.getTitle());
values.put(DatabaseHelper.KEY_ALBUM_VERSION, version);
// Inserting Row
database.insert(DatabaseHelper.TABLE_ALBUM, null, values);
//close(); // Closing database connection
}
// Getting single item
public Album getItem(int primaryKey) {
Album item = new Album();
Cursor cursor = database.query(DatabaseHelper.TABLE_ALBUM, \
  this.allColumns, DatabaseHelper.KEY_ALBUM_ALBUM_ID + "=?", \
        new String[] { String.valueOf(primaryKey) }, null, null, null);
if (cursor != null) {
cursor.moveToFirst();
            item = cursorToItem(cursor);
}
return item;
}
public String getVersion() {
String result = "1000-01-01T18:00:00Z";
String selectQuery = \
                  "SELECT max(" + DatabaseHelper.KEY_ALBUM_VERSION + ") FROM "
                          + DatabaseHelper.TABLE_ALBUM;
Cursor cursor = database.rawQuery(selectQuery, null);
if (cursor.moveToFirst()) {
result = cursor.getString(0);
}
return result;
}
public List<Album> getAll() {
List<Album> itemList = new ArrayList<Album>();
    Cursor cursor = database.query(DatabaseHelper.TABLE_ALBUM,
                this.allColumns,
                null,
                null,
                null, null, null);
// looping through all rows and adding to list
if (cursor.moveToFirst()) {
do {
itemList.add(cursorToItem(cursor));
} while (cursor.moveToNext());
}
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return itemList;
}
  private Album cursorToItem(Cursor cursor){
    Album item = new Album();
    // ignore cursor.getInt(0) since it is not relevant
    item.setAlbumId(cursor.getInt(2));
    item.setArtistId(cursor.getInt(3));
    item.setTitle(cursor.getString(4));
    try {
        item.set#Version(Common.DATE_FORMATTER.parse(cursor.getString(4)));
    } catch (ParseException e) {
        e.printStackTrace();
    }
    return item;
  }
}
Figure 18: Java Datasource Output
Android has embraced SQLite and has a very good API built around it. Google has 
provided a good implementation of the SQLite library for Android. Two of the most useful parts 
of the API are an upgrade mechanism and a well-documented set of conventions for the use  
of a database on the device. There were a large number of examples to work off - when we 
were developing Reaper to create the needed code.  Google has provided design patterns for 
interacting with SQLite.
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5.3 iOS
iOS presented its own set of challenges for our implementation, versus the Android. At 
the time of this writing, iOS holds a strong second to Android according to the May 2013 
comScore report. Many users of iOS have been with the platform since its launch in 2007 and 
are loyal users. Due to its early entry, there are a large number of developers who are behind 
the platform. 
Following  the  lead  of  Mac  OS  X  development,  iOS  applications  are  written  in 
Objective-C. The use of the language is a holdover from the NeXTSTEP acquisition by Apple. 
The use of  Objective-C also  provided an easy  transition  for  current  desktop developers. 
Objective-C has similar syntax to C but incorporates a large amount of SmallTalk inspired 
syntax. iOS applications can also include C++ and C code. Often libraries will use one of  
those languages.
The code structure of iOS programs follows the MVC pattern. There is a predefined 
separation of the data, the view controller and the view itself. Reaper uses the MVC structure 
of the generated code to stay within the convention of iOS development, just as it does for 
Android. Generating code for iOS proved to be more challenging that it did for Android.
The challenges were mainly in communicating with a datastore in iOS. Unlike Android, 
there was no modernization to the SQLite interface for Objective-C. The SQLite library used 
in iOS is the standard C library. This leads to a somewhat confusing mix of C library calls with  
Objective-C syntax. The generated code is quite complex and can be difficult to understand. 
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iOS has an alternative  datastore system that  is  preferred over  SQLite.  Core  Data 
allows  for  model  objects  to  take  advantage  of  relationships  similarity  to  a  higher  level 
language with advanced database-model integration. Reaper does not take advantage of this 
system. At the time of the writing there was no clear way to generate a Core Data system 
programmatically. The Apple provide interface to create a Care Data datastore for an iOS 
application. SQLite is the only choice at this time when it comes to generating the needed 
code programmatically.
Reaper adds some extra conveniences that are carried over from Android. The biggest 
advantage of using Android was the built in upgrade process to update the database schema 
on the mobile device. Reaper creates the database helper with a built-in upgrade system. 
Using the upgrade system and similar design patterns allows the two code bases to be easier 
to use for developers working on both platforms.
Reaper’s first goal is to generate the model code (Figure 20) for all the models of the 
application. The models follow a basic pattern of defining the attributes that are translated  
from the remote server. Objective-C provides auto generated getters and setters for attributes 
if they are declared as properties and synthesized. Reaper follows this convention. Reaper 
also adds three other important methods to the class. The model should contain the JSON 
mapping definition that can be used by RestKit. Secondly, the model has a method to pack  
the model for transport to the server. 
The built  in transport  functions convert  the model into a NSDictionary which works 
easily with RestKit. The NSDictionary can be used as the value for the appropriate key in the  
data being sent to the server. A model instance can produce an NSDictionary representation 
of itself.  The last method in the model returns the property which represents the primary key  
on the server. Due to Reaper not being able to determine what the method’s signature should 
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be named, Reaper uses the same method signature for every model generated with only the  
return type being varied.
#import "Album.h"
@implementation Album
@synthesize AlbumId = _id;
@synthesize albumId = _albumId;
@synthesize artistId = _artistId;
@synthesize title = _title;
@synthesize version = _version;
+ (RKObjectMapping *) getObjectMapping
{
  RKObjectMapping *mapping = [RKObjectMapping mappingForClass:[Album class]];
  [mapping addAttributeMappingsFromDictionary:@{
       @"AlbumId" : @"albumId"
       @"AlbumId" : @"albumId",
      @"ArtistId" : @"artistId",
         @"Title" : @"title"
  }];
  return mapping;
}
- (NSDictionary*) toDictionary
{
  NSDateFormatter *formatter = [[NSDateFormatter alloc] init];
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  [formatter setDateFormat:@"yyyy-MM-dd'T'HH:mm:ss.SSSZ"];
  NSMutableDictionary* result =  [NSMutableDictionary dictionary];
  if(_artistId) [result setObject:_artistId forKey:@"ArtistId"];
  if(_title)    [result setObject:_title forKey:@"Title"];
  return result;
}
- (NSNumber*) remotePrimaryKey {
  return _albumId;
}
@end
Figure 20: iOS Model Implementation
The two centerpieces of the code that is generated are the API controller (Figure 22) 
and the Database helper. Reaper relies on RestKit to manage the server connection and for 
parsing the JSON into Objective-C objects. RestKit is a very powerful and complex library.  
The available documentation only provides few examples. We experimented extensively to 
determine how best to use RestKit during code generation. To get RestKit to read the entire 
JSON string,  there are wrapper classes (Figure 21) that represent the JSON string in its 
entirety. 
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#include "AlbumWrapper.h"
@implementation AlbumWrapper
@synthesize count;
@synthesize version;
@synthesize errors;
@synthesize items;
+(RKObjectMapping *)getObjectMapping {
  RKObjectMapping* mapping = \
    [RKObjectMapping mappingForClass:[AlbumWrapper class]];
  [mapping addAttributeMappingsFromDictionary:@{
      @"count": @"count",
      @"errors": @"errors",
      @"version": @"version"
  }];
  [mapping addRelationshipMappingWithSourceKeyPath:@"items"
                                           mapping:[Album getObjectMapping]];
  return mapping;
}
@end
Figure 21: iOS Wrapper Implementation
The class designed for handling the connections to the server is the APIController 
class. This class only handles the GET and POST actions. The generated functions handle 
the versioning of the data. When a developer calls the functions the GET returns an array with 
object that represents the wrapper class for that model. The POST operations will return a 
GenericResponse object. The GenericResponse object is a simple JSON object that has a 
list of errors and messages from a API server that was generated by Reaper. For both 
responses there is an NSString array that contains error messages if any. 
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#import "APIController.h"
//wrapper imports
#import "AlbumWrapper.h"
...
#import "GenericResponse.h"
//data source imports
#import "AlbumDataSource.h"
....
#define API_URL @"YOUR.SERVER.COM"
@implementation APIController
@synthesize objects = _objects;
@synthesize client = _client;
@synthesize objectManager = _objectManager;
- (id)init {
    self = [super init];
    _client = [[AFHTTPClient alloc] initWithBaseURL:[NSURL URLWithString:API_URL]];
    _objectManager = [[RKObjectManager alloc] initWithHTTPClient:_client];
    return self;
}
+ (dispatch_queue_t)sharedQueue {
    static dispatch_once_t pred;
    static dispatch_queue_t sharedDispatchQueue;
    dispatch_once(&pred, ^{
        sharedDispatchQueue = dispatch_queue_create("Queue", NULL);
    });
    return sharedDispatchQueue;
}
- (RKObjectRequestOperation *)getAlbumList:(void(^)(void))completio
                               error:(void(^)(void))onError {
    // get the max version of the items in the database
    AlbumDataSource *db = [[AlbumDataSource alloc] init];
    NSString* currentVersion = @"";
    if ([db open]) {
        currentVersion = [db getMaxVersion];
    }
    [db close];
    NSDictionary *dict = [[NSDictionary alloc] initWithObjects:@[currentVersion]
                                                       forKeys:@[@"version"]];
    NSData *jsonData = [NSJSONSerialization dataWithJSONObject:dict 
                        options:NSJSONWritingPrettyPrinted error:nil];
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    RKObjectMapping* requestMapping = [RKObjectMapping requestMapping ];
    RKRequestDescriptor *requestDescriptor = \
        [RKRequestDescriptor requestDescriptorWithMapping:requestMapping                                                                                      
                                              objectClass:[NSDictionary class]                                                                                 
                                                    rootKeyPath:nil];
    [_objectManager addRequestDescriptor:requestDescriptor];
    RKResponseDescriptor *responseDescriptor = \ 
               [RKResponseDescriptor \
               responseDescriptorWithMapping:[AlbumWrapper getObjectMapping]                                                                   
                                 pathPattern:@"/api/v1/album"
                                     keyPath:nil
                                 statusCodes:[NSIndexSet indexSetWithIndex:200]];
    NSMutableURLRequest *mutRequest = [[RKObjectManager sharedManager] \
                 requestWithObject:nil
                            method:RKRequestMethodGET
                              path:[NSString  stringWithFormat:@"/api/v1/album"]
                        parameters:dict];
    RKObjectRequestOperation *operation = [[RKObjectRequestOperation alloc] \
                                          initWithRequest:mutRequest
                                      responseDescriptors:@[responseDescriptor]];
    [operation setCompletionBlockWithSuccess:\
                ^(RKObjectRequestOperation *operation, RKMappingResult *result){
      _objects = [result array];
      completion();
    } failure:^(RKObjectRequestOperation *operation, NSError *error){
      onError();
    }];
    return operation;
}
- (RKObjectRequestOperation *)postAlbum:(Album*)item \
                               complete:(void(^)(void))completion  
                                  error:(void(^)(void))onError{
  NSDictionary *dict = [[NSDictionary alloc] initWithObjects:@[[item toDictionary]]
                                                     forKeys:@[@"album"]];
  NSData *jsonData = [NSJSONSerialization dataWithJSONObject:dict \
                                                options:NSJSONWritingPrettyPrinted  
                                                  error:nil];
  RKResponseDescriptor *responseDescriptor = [RKResponseDescriptor \
                responseDescriptorWithMapping:[GenericResponse getObjectMapping]
                                  pathPattern:@"/api/v1/album"
                                      keyPath:nil
                                  statusCodes:[NSIndexSet indexSetWithIndex:200]];
  NSMutableURLRequest *mutRequest = [[RKObjectManager sharedManager] \
                        requestWithObject:nil
                                   method:RKRequestMethodPOST
                                     path:[NSString    
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                         stringWithFormat:@"/api/v1/album"]
                               parameters:nil];
  [mutRequest setValue:@"application/json" forHTTPHeaderField:@"Content-Type"];
  [mutRequest setHTTPBody:jsonData];
  RKObjectRequestOperation *operation = [[RKObjectRequestOperation alloc] \
                                    initWithRequest:mutRequest
                                responseDescriptors:@[responseDescriptor]];
[operation setCompletionBlockWithSuccess:
^(RKObjectRequestOperation *operation, RKMappingResult *result){
    _objects = [result array];
    completion();
  } failure:^(RKObjectRequestOperation *operation, NSError *error){
    onError();
  }];
  return operation;
}
@end
Figure 22: iOS API Controller Implementation
As mentioned before, we tried to keep the two mobile platforms’ code bases as similar 
as possible. The iOS code has a database helper class (Figure 23), a model data source and 
model remote data source classes that provide convenience methods for retrieving data from 
the remote backend and storing on the mobile device. The database helper provides all the 
functionality to create the database and houses all the constants for the table names and 
corresponding columns.  There are also methods for managing the connection to the 
database. 
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#import "DataBaseHelper.h"
#define DATABASE_NAME @"reaper_database.sqlite3"
@implementation DataBaseHelper
NSString* CREATE_ALBUM_TABLE;
....
- (id)init {
  if ((self = [super init])) {
    if([self open]){
      [self checkForUpdate];
      [self initializeCreateTableStatements];
      [self createTables];
    }
    [self close];
  }
  return self;
}
- (void)dealloc {
  sqlite3_close(_database);
}
- (BOOL)open {
  return sqlite3_open([[self dataFilePath] UTF8String], &_database) == SQLITE_OK;
}
- (BOOL)close {
  return sqlite3_close(_database) == SQLITE_OK;
}
- (sqlite3*)database {
  return _database;
}
- (void)onUpdateDatabase {
  char *errMsg;
  if (sqlite3_exec([self database], \ 
        [[[NSString alloc] initWithFormat:@"DROP TABLE IF EXISTS \ 
        %@",DATABASE_TABLE_ALBUM] UTF8String], NULL, NULL, &errMsg) \
        != SQLITE_OK)
  {
    NSLog(@"Failed to drop table - album");
  }
    ....
  
  [self initializeCreateTableStatements];
}
- (void)createTables {
  if([self open]){
    char *errMsg;
    if (sqlite3_exec([self database], \
        [DATABASE_CREATE_VERSION_TABLE UTF8String], NULL, NULL, &errMsg) \
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        != SQLITE_OK) 
    {
      NSLog(@"Failed to create table - version %s", errMsg);
    }
    if (sqlite3_exec([self database], \
        [CREATE_ALBUM_TABLE UTF8String], NULL, NULL, &errMsg) != SQLITE_OK) 
    { 
      NSLog(@"Failed to create table - album");
    } 
    ......
  }
  [self close];
}
-(void)initializeCreateTableStatements {
  //column keys for Album
  CREATE_ALBUM_TABLE = [[NSString alloc] \ 
                         initWithFormat:@"CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS \
                                        %@ ( \
    %@ %@ PRIMARY KEY AUTOINCREMENT, \
    %@ %@ UNIQUE, \
    %@ %@ , \
    %@ %@ , \
    %@ %@ )",
    DATABASE_TABLE_ALBUM,
    DATABASE_KEY_ALBUM_DB_ID, @"INTEGER",
    DATABASE_KEY_ALBUM_ALBUMID, @"INTEGER",
    DATABASE_KEY_ALBUM_ARTISTID, @"INTEGER",
    DATABASE_KEY_ALBUM_TITLE, @"TEXT",
    DATABASE_KEY_ALBUM_VERSION, @"TEXT"
   ];
  
  
-(void)checkForUpdate {
  NSNumber* result = [NSNumber numberWithInt:0];
  sqlite3_stmt *statement;
  NSString *querySQL = [NSString stringWithFormat: @"SELECT max(%@) FROM %@",
                                                  DATABASE_TABLE_VERSION_KEY,
                                                  DATABASE_TABLE_VERSION];
  const char *query_stmt = [querySQL UTF8String];
  if (sqlite3_prepare_v2([self database], query_stmt, -1, &statement, NULL) \
      == SQLITE_OK)
  {
    if (sqlite3_step(statement) == SQLITE_ROW)
    {
      result = [NSNumber numberWithInt:sqlite3_column_int(statement, 0)];
    } else {
      NSLog(@"version not found");
    }
    sqlite3_finalize(statement);
  }
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  if ([result intValue] < VERSION) {
    [self onUpdateDatabase];
    BOOL result = NO;
    sqlite3_stmt *statement;
    NSString *insertSQL = \
                [NSString stringWithFormat: @"INSERT INTO %@ (%@) VALUES (?)",
                                            DATABASE_TABLE_VERSION,
                                            DATABASE_TABLE_VERSION_KEY];
    if ( sqlite3_prepare_v2([self database], [insertSQL UTF8String], \
          -1, &statement, NULL) == SQLITE_OK)
    {
      sqlite3_bind_int(statement, 1, VERSION);
    }
    result = (sqlite3_step(statement) == SQLITE_DONE);
    if (result == NO){
      NSLog(@"DB ERROR: %s", sqlite3_errmsg([self database]));
    }
    sqlite3_finalize(statement);
  }
}
-(NSString *)dataFilePath {
  NSArray *paths = NSSearchPathForDirectoriesInDomains(NSDocumentDirectory,\
                   NSUserDomainMask, YES);
  NSString *documentsDirectory = [paths objectAtIndex:0];
  return [documentsDirectory stringByAppendingPathComponent:DATABASE_NAME];
}
@end
Figure 23: iOS Database Helper Implementation
The logic for adding and querying the database is abstracted out to model data source 
classes.  These  classes  provide  convenience  methods  for  the  developer  to  use.  These 
methods also provide a template for developers to use to add more functionality to query for  
specific data for that type of model.  These classes highlight the difficulties of working with two 
different language paradigms. When working with tuple to object conversion, complex code 
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conversion statements get created. All conversion calls must be guarded against NULL tuple 
attributes. Objective-C will fail to parse attributes that are NULL in the tuple and causes the 
application to close. Other issues that came up were dealing with boolean types by converting 
them to  integers,  date  types  by  converting  them to  strings,  and  dealing  with  strings  by 
converting them to UTF8 C strings.
#import "AlbumDataSource.h"
@implementation AlbumDataSource
- (id)init
{
  if ((self = [super init])) {
    database = [[DataBaseHelper alloc] init];
  }
  return self;
}
- (BOOL)open
{
  return [database open];
}
- (BOOL)close
{
  return [database close];
}
- (Album*)getWithRemotePrimaryKey:(NSNumber*)remotePrimaryKey
{
  Album *result;
  sqlite3_stmt *statement;
  NSString *querySQL = [NSString stringWithFormat:@"SELECT * FROM %@ WHERE %@ = ?",
                                                    DATABASE_TABLE_ALBUM,
                                                    DATABASE_KEY_ALBUM_ALBUM_ID];
  sqlite3 *db = [database database];
  const char *query_stmt = [querySQL UTF8String];
  if (sqlite3_prepare_v2(db, query_stmt, -1, &statement, NULL) == SQLITE_OK)
  {
    
    if (sqlite3_step(statement) == SQLITE_ROW)
    {
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      result = [self queryResultToItem:statement];
    } else {
      NSLog(@"Item not found");
    }
    sqlite3_finalize(statement);
  }
  return result;
}
- (NSArray*)getAll
{
  NSMutableArray *result = [ [NSMutableArray alloc] init];
  sqlite3_stmt *statement;
  NSString *querySQL = [NSString stringWithFormat: \
                        @"SELECT * FROM %@", DATABASE_TABLE_ALBUM];
  const char *query_stmt = [querySQL UTF8String];
  if (sqlite3_prepare_v2([database database], \
           query_stmt, -1, &statement, NULL) ==  SQLITE_OK)
  {
    while (sqlite3_step(statement) == SQLITE_ROW)
    {
    [result addObject:[self queryResultToItem:statement]];
    }
  }
  sqlite3_finalize(statement);
  return result;
}
// private method to convert a result statement to an Item
- (Album*) queryResultToItem: (sqlite3_stmt*)statement
{
  Album * result = [[Album alloc]init];
  NSNumberFormatter * numberFormatter = [[NSNumberFormatter alloc] init];
  [numberFormatter setNumberStyle:NSNumberFormatterDecimalStyle];
  NSDateFormatter *formatter = [[NSDateFormatter alloc] init];
  [formatter setDateFormat:@"yyyy-MM-dd'T'HH:mm:ss.SSSZ"];
  [result setAlbumId:sqlite3_column_type(statement, 1) != SQLITE_NULL ? \
[NSNumber numberWithInt:sqlite3_column_int(statement, 1)] : NULL ]; 
  [result setArtistId:sqlite3_column_type(statement, 2) != SQLITE_NULL ? \
[NSNumber numberWithInt:sqlite3_column_int(statement, 2)] : NULL ];
  [result setTitle:sqlite3_column_type(statement, 3) != SQLITE_NULL ? \
[NSString stringWithUTF8String:(char *)sqlite3_column_text(statement, 3)] :\
NULL];
  [result setVersion:sqlite3_column_type(statement, 4) != SQLITE_NULL ? \
[NSString stringWithUTF8String:(char *)sqlite3_column_text(statement,4)] :\
NULL];
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  return result;
}
- (BOOL)addItem:(Album*)item itemVersion:(NSString*)version
{
  if ([self getWithRemotePrimaryKey:[item remotePrimaryKey]] != nil) {
    [self remove:[item remotePrimaryKey]];
  }
  BOOL result = NO;
sqlite3_stmt *statement;
  NSString *insertSQL = [NSString stringWithFormat: @"INSERT INTO %@ \
                                                    (%@,%@,%@, %@) \
                                                    VALUES \
                                                    (?,?,?, ?)",
                                                    DATABASE_TABLE_ALBUM,
                                                    DATABASE_KEY_ALBUM_ALBUMID,
                                                    DATABASE_KEY_ALBUM_ARTISTID,
                                                    DATABASE_KEY_ALBUM_TITLE,
                                                    DATABASE_KEY_ALBUM_VERSION];
  if ( sqlite3_prepare_v2([database database], [insertSQL UTF8String], -1,\
                                                    &statement, NULL) == SQLITE_OK)
  {
    NSDateFormatter *formatter = [[NSDateFormatter alloc] init];
    [formatter setDateFormat:@"yyyy-MM-dd'T'HH:mm:ss.SSSZ"];
    sqlite3_bind_int(statement, 1, [[item albumId] intValue]);
    sqlite3_bind_int(statement, 2, [[item artistId] intValue]);
    sqlite3_bind_text(statement, 3, [[item title] UTF8String], -1,\
 SQLITE_TRANSIENT);
    sqlite3_bind_text(statement, 4, [version UTF8String], -1 , SQLITE_TRANSIENT);
  }
  result = (sqlite3_step(statement) == SQLITE_DONE);
  if (result == NO){
    NSLog(@"DB ERROR: %s", sqlite3_errmsg([database database]));
  }
  sqlite3_finalize(statement);
  return result;
}
- (BOOL)remove:(NSNumber*)remotePrimaryKey
{
  BOOL result = YES;
  sqlite3_stmt *statement;
  NSString *removeSQL = [NSString stringWithFormat: @"DELETE FROM %@ WHERE %@ = ?",
                                                    DATABASE_TABLE_ALBUM,
                                                    DATABASE_KEY_ALBUM_ALBUM_ID];
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  sqlite3_prepare_v2([database database], [removeSQL UTF8String], -1, &statement, \                                                                               
NULL);
  
  result = sqlite3_step(statement) == SQLITE_DONE;
  sqlite3_finalize(statement);
  return result;
}
- (BOOL)update:(NSNumber*)remotePrimaryKey itemToAdd:(Album*)item
{
  BOOL result = NO;
  if ( [self remove:remotePrimaryKey])
  {
    result = [self addItem:item itemVersion:[item version]];
  }
  return result;
}
- (NSString*)getMaxVersion {
  NSString* result = @"0";
  sqlite3_stmt *statement;
  NSString *querySQL = [NSString stringWithFormat: @"SELECT max(%@) FROM %@",
                                                    DATABASE_KEY_ALBUM_VERSION,
                                                    DATABASE_TABLE_ALBUM];
  const char *query_stmt = [querySQL UTF8String];
  if (sqlite3_prepare_v2([database database], query_stmt, -1,\
 &statement, NULL) == SQLITE_OK)
  {
    if (sqlite3_step(statement) == SQLITE_ROW)
    {
      const char* col = (const char *)sqlite3_column_text(statement, 0);
      if (col) {
        result = \ 
        [NSString stringWithUTF8String:(char *)sqlite3_column_text(statement, 0)];
      }
    } else {
      NSLog(@"Item not found");
    }
    sqlite3_finalize(statement);
  }
  return result;
}
@end
Figure 24: iOS Model Datasource
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Reaper also builds classes that encapsulate the standard model data sources (Figure
24). The classes combine the API controller and the data sources to query the data from local 
database and then get the data from the remote backend. The fetched remote data will be 
added to the local database. After insertion the method will execute the passed-in callback to 
pass the updated dataset to the application. 
#import "AlbumRemoteDataSource.h"
#import "APIController.h"
#import "AlbumWrapper.h"
@implementation AlbumRemoteDataSource
+ (NSArray*)getAllWithCompletionBlock:(void(^)(NSArray*))completion {
   
   NSArray __block *contents = [[NSArray alloc] init];
   AlbumDataSource *db = [[AlbumDataSource alloc] init];
   APIController *apiController = [[APIController alloc] init];
   if ([db open]) {
     contents = [db getAll];
   }
  [db close];
  // always try to fetch the new items from the server
  RKObjectRequestOperation *operation = [apiController getAlbumList:^{
    AlbumWrapper *wrapper = [[apiController objects] objectAtIndex:0];
    //open the database and add all returned items
    AlbumDataSource *db = [[AlbumDataSource alloc] init];
    if ([db open]) {
       for (Album* c in [wrapper items]){
          [db addItem:c itemVersion:[wrapper version]];
       }
      
      //update the array backing the list with all the data stored in the db
      if ([wrapper items].count > 0) { // if needed
        contents = [db getAll];
      }
      [db close];
    }//end db operations
    //call the passed in function with the fetched data
    completion(contents);
  }];
  // start the fetch the from the server
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  dispatch_sync([APIController sharedQueue], ^{
    [operation start];
  });
  return contents;
}
@end
Figure 25: iOS Datasource Implementation
6. Uses Cases
6.1 Chinook
We relied  on  the  Chinook  database  for  the  base  testing  of  Reaper.  All  the  code 
examples  have  been  generated  from  the  Chinook  database.  Chinook  is  a  free  sample 
database that is available for MySQL, PostgreSQL, SQL Server,  Oracle,  and others.  It  is 
simple database about  media sales (Figure 26).  The media data was generated from an 
existing iTunes database and the customer and transaction data was made by hand. This 
database is  a  good test  database to  develop Reaper against  since it  is  freely  available,  
making it easy to reproduce our results; and it shows a good representation of database types 
and relationships.
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Figure 26: Chinook Data Model
There is one join table, the PlaylistTrack, that Reaper will have to ignore, since Reaper 
in not able to generate code against a join table. Ignoring that table also implies that we will  
have to ignore the Playlist table for now. The amount of code that Reaper generates primarily 
depends on the number of models and the number of attributes. Code generation also varies 
by which targets are selected be the developer. For the entire Chinook database, Reaper 
generates  10,943 lines of  code for  a  Go API  server  and both,  iOS and Android,  mobile 
platforms (Table 1).
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Rails Go Android iOS
Number of Lines 425 1860 4136 4947
Number of Files 2 13 42 78
Table 1: Chinook Code Output
With  all  the  needed  backend  code  generated,  we  can  now  focus  on  how  the 
application will look and the flow of the navigation. Some logic will have to be added to get the 
related  information  for  a  model,  using  standard  SQL queries.  If  the  lookups  are  simple 
enough, we can use the methods provided in the target model’s data source. An example 
would be looking up Album’s artist by using the remote primary key to give to the artist data 
source’s getItem method. 
More complex actions, such as making a new invoice, may require more work. There 
are two approaches that we can take. We could send each item individually to the server. This 
is not the ideal solution, since we will be opening up many connections to create the needed 
items.  The  second  and  better  approach  is  to  bundle  the  invoice  objects  into  a  properly 
structured JSON string. This takes a little more work on our part, but makes for a better user  
experience. 
We can follow the example of the generated code to add this new functionality. First we 
will need a new action and route on the server side. There are built in Rails functions that can 
allow us to make nested models easily. A model can be defined to take “nested attributes” for 
another model. Using the proper JSON structure Rails can create all the necessary items that 
do not exist in the remote database.  
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On the mobile side, we will have to add a new method that can transfer the bundled 
data. Model objects on both platforms can convert themselves into JSON serializable objects. 
We can use the API controller POST actions for a model to assemble the final JSON object to 
send to the server. After the API controller on both the mobile and server side have been  
modified, we can send the data. Those are the two modifications needed. To accomplish the 
same on the Go server will require more work. A new wrapper interface will be needed to  
unmarshal the JSON into a Go structure such that the data can be inserted into the database.  
Each item will have to have its own insert statement explicitly written in Go.
6.2 Tag Louisiana
Through an R&D research contract  from the Louisiana Department  of  Wildlife  and 
Fisheries (LDWF), we have developed a mobile application to help modernize their volunteer  
fish tagging program (Figure 28,29). We have built a version for Android and iOS. 
The information that is copied from the remote server primarily consists of captures 
related to a signed in user, tags assigned to the user, fishing locations, and the list of the 
species. The transmission of information to the server is very simple as well. The only data to  
write to the remote data source is new user registration and captures. These models do not 
have any nested relationships that have to be handled specifically.
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The application will  check for updates to the fishing spots and species data when 
launched.  This  process takes a  few seconds with  the  versioning  system in  place.  Small 
changes in the remote database will be nearly instantaneous since the data transferred will be 
relatively small. Data that is semi-static, in that it is not often updated, can have significant  
speedups with using caching on the mobile device. 
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Using simple caching allows an application to be updated easily. Content updates can 
generally be done by changing the data that is currently on the device. Reaper can take a 
portion of the application update process out of the developer’s hands by allowing content 
curators to  maintain  semi-static  data.  Developers can focus more on application features 
instead of managing the content.
We spent  a significant  amount  of  time generate the schema and building the web 
based management interface. The 8327 lines of code that was generated by Reaper saved 
us time getting a mobile application that was capable of sending and retrieving information 
from the web application (Table 2). We took the basic code for the remote API and were able 
to add authentication. Authentication allowed us to provide information that was scoped to a 
specific use that signed into the application.
Rails Go Android iOS
Number of Lines 287 N/A 3901 4139
Number of Files 2 N/A 41 60
Table 2: Tag Louisiana Code Output
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Figure 28: Tag Louisiana Species List Figure 29: Tag Louisiana Captures List
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6.3 Fish Telemetry
Reaper  was  used  on  another  LDWF’s  project,  namely  Fish  Telemetry.  Graduate 
student  Jorge  Chao has  been writing  an equipment  maintenance  and  fish  tracking  iPad 
application for a radio tagging program in Lake Pontchartrain (Figure 30).  At present,  the 
applications primary purpose is to keep track of maintenance of the radio tag receivers. 
The application pulls down the list of sites that contain the receivers. These sites will  
have semi static information about them. If the basic information about a site is changed, the 
application will be brought up-to-date by the code generated by Reaper. The site information 
can be updated directly from the application. 
Every site has a service log that has to be updated when the site is visited. The logs 
contain  information  about  the  current  state  of  the  site.  The  application  can  be  used  to 
eliminate the need for paper logs. Once a log entry is created it can be uploaded directly to  
the remote server. 
Reaper was able to generate the 2434 lines of Objective-C and Rails code (Table 3). 
Chao was able to take the output and begin testing the application immediately. To show more 
information in some of the views, Chao was able to follow the code that was generated to add 
more functionality to the application. The added functionality enables the application to show 
more related information about a receiver site.
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Rails Go Android iOS
Number of Lines 425 N/A N/A 2009
Number of Files 2 N/A N/A 78
Table 3: Telemetry Code Output
7 Conclusion
This research shows that there is a general solution to generating the code needed for 
connecting a mobile application to a remote server.  The general solution is not a complete  
drop in solution. The results are a template and framework that can be further expanded. By 
allowing the developer the freedom to build the generated code to meet their specific needs,  
applications can be written that take advantage of cloud systems.
The  work  also  lays  the  groundwork  for  writing  the  automation  process  in  other 
languages and other platforms.  By generating code of this nature,  we can save precious 
development and research time for future developers. 
Additionally, there is a side benefit to the results produced by Reaper. One of most 
valuable assets to help a developer learn a new library or technique is relevant examples.  
The code directly relates to a datastore that the developer is very familiar with. A developer  
can look at the basic code and extrapolate the knowledge to make more complex applications 
and to expand that base functionality.
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Lastly this work shows that writing great applications doesn’t have to be beyond the 
reach of any developer. The challenges and solutions that presented themselves during this 
research can be passed on. We present Reaper as a proof of concept that complex code that  
is hard to write and understand can be automated and made more easier to work with.
8 Future Work
There are a few improvements to Reaper that can be made. To provide more options 
for a developer,  Reaper can be configured to output to more targets.  An important  future 
enhancement to Reaper is the development of  a more complete database parsing script. 
Presently, Reaper only generates code for models defined in Rails. Join tables typically are 
not a model, but a relationship between models. Rails automatically references a join table 
when the relationship calls for one. Non join table relationships work fine since the tuples 
contain the foreign keys.
For the Android components,  there is an alternative server that is commonly used. 
Google’s App Engine is one of the most common endpoints for Android developers. Reaper 
can also generate an AppEngine compatible server that will be easy to deploy. A large benefit 
to using App Engine is the low cost, sometimes free, web application space. Now that the 
basic generation has been done, adding an App engine output would be a trivial task.
iOS has some better database mechanisms that could be leveraged by Reaper. The 
main reason that SQLite is difficult to use on the platform is that the system has a closer tie to 
high  level  database  tools.  Core  Data  is  what  Apple  suggested  to  use  for  iOS database 
functionality.  There is not  a straightforward way to use an automated generation tool like 
Reaper to create a Core Data data store. Exploring the possibility of generating Core Data 
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code with Reaper would allow for better iOS database code output. Core Data provides a 
better relationship mechanism over SQLite, which relies on raw SQL queries.
Not  all  developers  will  want  to  use  Ruby  on  Rails  as  a  server  nor  as  the  code 
generator. There is a fairly high overhead for using a tool like Rails to generate some code for  
mobile  application  development.  We  would  like  to  port  all  the  code  generation  to  a  Go 
application. Go is quite portable and is simpler for developers to install.  This smaller and 
portable version of Reaper may be more attractive to some.
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